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With its winning combination of classic craftsmanship and 
contemporary sociable style the Cling Coffee Table, from 
trained cabinet maker and designer Anton Björsing, is the 
ideal addition to any modern interior.

Minimalistic in looks but multifunctional in purpose, this 
present-day take on a much-loved furniture favourite, can 
be used individually as well as combined with its sister 
coffee table to optimise space.

A well thought out design, the refined rounded top and 
contrasting edgy square base are both crafted from solid 
oak and oak veneer, coming in a smoked oak or light oiled 
oak finish. Available in two sizes, Cling coffee tables also 
come flat packed, giving them a lighter carbon footprint too.

“The main goal was to create a coffee 

table with a distinct expression, a 

product that pushes against the limits 

of convention while trying to find new 

possibilities in the design.” 
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Design by Anton Björsing



Models and prices

Available:

October 2023

Retailers and distribution:

See details at northern.no
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Styling by Per Olav Sølvberg

Cling coffee table D70H43

NOK 9 990,- / SEK 10 990,- 

DKK 7 690,- / EURO 999,- 

Cling coffee table D90H38

NOK 12 990,- / SEK 14 490,- 

DKK 9 990,- / EURO 1 299,- 

Colours:

Light oiled oak or smoked oak finish



Anton Björsing
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Swedish designer and trained cabinet maker 
Anton Björsing studied furniture craft and 
design at Stenebyskolan and Malmstens, as well 
as interior architecture at the Chelsea College 
of Art and Design in London.

Based in the historic town of Landskrona, 
over the last decade Anton has worked across 
interior design, product design and furniture 
design to develop a range of work that is 
based on a Scandinavian approach, but at the 
same time pushes against tradition to find new 
possibilities.



About

The Northern brand was born in 
the studios of Northern Lighting, 
where a team of creatives have 
been illuminating lives since 2005.  
The new lifestyle collection includes 
furniture, lighting and accessories. 
Inspired by the pale beauty and 
rough-cut contrasts of the North, 
the Oslo-based brand is Nordic in 
spirit, yet global in style.

Contact

Northern
Bygdøy allé 68
0265 Oslo, Norway

Phone – (+47) 40 00 70 37
Mail – post@northern.no
Web – northern.no
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